Shake Shack: Brooklyn, NY

A Historical Replication

Upstate Door is proud to have helped revitalize
an aging structure and bring it back to life!
CALL OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE DETAILS

Upstate Door specializes in distinctive one of a kind doors. We can easily accommodate unusual or unique
sizes and shapes, which makes us a perfect partner for historical projects. We have the capability to match
historical architectural details of many glass options or door options. Our staff of drafters, engineers,
craftsman and customer representatives help smooth out the ordering process for you, and are here for you
from the start of the quote all the way to installation day.
We know that when you start a historical project, you need to get signoffs before even discussing pricing
with the Landmarks Preservation Commission. We offer full detailed CAD drawings without a PO for
that reason. We know that historical projects are challenging and we are willing to embrace that with
professionalism and dedication to make sure that your historical door project is exactly what you are
looking for. We have the capability to manufacture all of the doors, whether interior, exterior, or specialty,
with just one phone call. Contact us to get started on your next project today!
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1 Old Fulton Street, previously known as the Franklin House Hotel, is located in the heart of the Fulton Ferry Historic
District in Brooklyn, NY across the street from Brooklyn Landing. The area’s population exploded shortly after Robert
Fulton’s invention of the steam-powered ferry in 1814. His invention revolutionized travel and trade from Manhattan
to Long Island (defined as current day Long Island, Queens, and Brooklyn). The ferry made numerous trips each day
and could carry hundreds of passengers, horses, and large shipments. This ease of travel created the need for shops,
restaurants, and of course, the Franklin House Hotel. A dining saloon as well as a hotel, the Franklin House Hotel
welcomed countless ferry passengers after its construction in 1835.
Transforming this building into a modern day Shake Shack was not an easy undertaking. In need of solid wood doors
that would withstand the daily demands of a high volume food chain, while still meeting the requirements of the
Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC), Upstate Door delivered the solution. Considering the age of the structure,
Upstate was faced with a series of off plumb openings, as well as the need for varying door panel dimensions to comply
with the sloping sidewalk. Accurate door sizing was critical, so rail heights were adjusted accordingly on each unit to
accomplish a cohesive, symmetrical look throughout. The LPC stated that the finished product was “even better than
they had ever dreamed it could be.”
Upstate Door is proud to be part of this historical rejuvenation and welcomes the challenges faced with such a unique
project. Contact us to get started on your next historical project today!
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